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The existence of differences in petro physical properties between layers of a gas reservoir leads to an error in the estimation 
of reservoir efficiency when interpreting the results of well testing. Well-boring operations are among of that, while being 

cost-effective, can be achieved with significant design savings in overall cost of operation, therefore, with regard to the limitation 
of the number and timing of well-drilling operations, the use of models simulated and research on their results is very practical 
and cost effective. In the last decade, researchers have been researching how to extend the results of a model simulated to the 
real model of the reservoir by researchers and software companies. This paper attempted to use Eclipse software using the data 
from one of the Gulf fields in the Persian Gulf and simulate a section of this field and has an improved design for estimating 
reservoir utilization and eventually by providing realistic results and comparisons with actual conditions, as far as operational 
conditions allow.
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